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Record questions in your science notebook.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ANCHORING PHENOMENONBefore batteries, electricity, or even humans existed, many kinds of energy already existed on Earth. However, no type of energy, or life as we know it, would be possible without the Sun. The anchoring phenomenon for Energy Works is recognizing the Sun as Earth’s ultimate source of energy.Phenomena Video: Watch the phenomena video for Energy Works as a class. As you watch, encourage students to record questions in their science notebooks about what they see in the video. At the end of the video, create a class chart of students’ questions. Save this chart to refer to at the end of the unit.






Before a race, coaches tell their runners 
to eat a healthy meal of pasta, fruits, or 
vegetables. In fact, coaches of all sports 
encourage their athletes to have a 
snack before a game. You might have 
had a teacher encourage you to eat a 
good breakfast the morning of a big 
test. Why is this?
What does this make you wonder?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read the investigative phenomenon aloud to the class. Encourage students to generate questions about what they hear. Keep track of students’ questions on a class chart, or have students record the questions in their science notebooks. Refer to these questions at the end of the lesson and throughout the unit to support the unit’s anchoring phenomenon.Investigative Phenomenon for Lesson 1 (Beginning of Lesson):Before a race, coaches tell their runners to eat a healthy meal of pasta, fruits, or vegetables. In fact, coaches of all sports encourage their athletes to have a snack before a game. You might have had a teacher encourage you to eat a good breakfast the morning of a big test. Why is this? What does this make you wonder?Anticipated Questions:Why does eating a big meal help athletes perform well?What types of foods are good to eat before an event or a test?Why does eating give us energy?



What does this 
make you wonder?



Lesson 1, Investigation A

Pre-Unit Assessment: 
Where Do You Get 
Your Energy? 



• What does it mean when someone says 
that you have a lot of energy? 

• When do you feel like you have the most 
energy?

• How do you put energy into your body?

• Why does your body need energy? 

• What questions do you have about 
energy in your body?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain to students that they are about to begin studying energy and its different types, sources, and uses. Prompt students to think about the energy they use in their own bodies. Ask:What does it mean when someone says that you have a lot of energy? (Answers will vary.)When do you feel like you have the most energy? (Answers will vary.)How do you put energy into your body? (Answers will vary. Students may suggest eating food and sleeping.)Why does your body need energy? (Energy allows us to live and perform activities.)What questions do you have about energy in your body? (Answers will vary.)



• The human body is considered an 
energy system because it takes in 
energy and uses it to live, grow, 
and perform activities.

• Identify some sources of energy 
for your body. 

• What are some ways you use the 
energy you obtain?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that the human body is considered an energy system because it takes in energy and uses it to live, grow, and perform activities. Direct students to the chart titled “Where Do You Get Your Energy?” Ask the following questions, and record students’ responses on the chart:Identify some sources of energy for your body. (Answers should include foods and drinks from both plant and animal sources.)What are some ways you use the energy you obtain? (Answers may include different activities, survival, or growth.)Teaching TipDo not include the Sun in the chart until instructed in Step 5.



• How do animals get energy? 

• Can animals be considered 
energy systems? Why? 

• How do plants get their energy? 

• Can plants be considered energy 
systems?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus students’ attention on the “Energy Input” section of the chart. Circle all plant sources, and underline all animal sources. Ask:How do animals get energy? (Animals eat plants and other animals.)Can animals be considered energy systems? Why? (Yes, because animals take in energy and use it to live and grow.)How do plants get their energy? (They make their own food during photosynthesis.)Can plants be considered energy systems? (Yes, because they take in energy from the Sun and use it to make food, live, and grow.)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus students’ attention on the “Energy Input” section of the chart. Circle all plant sources, and underline all animal sources. Ask:How do animals get energy? (Animals eat plants and other animals.)Can animals be considered energy systems? Why? (Yes, because animals take in energy and use it to live and grow.)How do plants get their energy? (They make their own food during photosynthesis.)Can plants be considered energy systems? (Yes, because they take in energy from the Sun and use it to make food, live, and grow.)



• The Sun transfers its energy to 
plants. Plants transform that energy 
into food.

• What do the words “transfer” and 
“transform” mean?

• Why is the Sun considered a source 
of energy in this system?

• How would you define “energy 
transfer”?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that the Sun transfers its energy to plants and the plants transform that energy into food. Ask students to discuss with a partner what the words “transfer” and “transform” mean. Meanwhile, draw the Sun on the “Energy Input” side of the chart. Ask:Why is the Sun considered a source of energy in this system? (The Sun provides plants with energy to perform photosynthesis.)How would you define “energy transfer”? (An energy transfer is when energy moves from one place to another.)



• How would you define “energy 
transformation”?

• Make a connection between the 
Sun, plants, animals, and humans. 
How could we draw arrows on the 
chart to show energy transfer?

• Where does this chart show 
energy being transformed?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How would you define “energy transformation”? (An energy transformation is when the type of energy changes.)Make a connection between the Sun, plants, animals, and humans. How could we draw arrows on the chart to show energy transfer? (The Sun provides energy to plants, which are eaten by animals. Humans consume plants and animals to access their energy and then use it for their own daily activities. Arrows should show transfer from the Sun to plants; from plants to animals and humans; and from animals to humans.)Where does this chart show energy being transformed? (Students should explain that energy is transformed by plants when they take in light energy to make food, which is chemical energy. When animals eat plants, the chemical energy is transferred from the plant to the animal and can then be transformed into the energy to fuel their activities [mechanical energy].)Provide time for students to copy the energy flow chart into their science notebooks. They will refer to it in later lessons. See Figure 1.2 for an example of a completed energy flow chart.Differentiation StrategyYou may wish to define “photosynthesis” and spend time reviewing this process as both an energy transfer and transformation. Provide additional review for students who do not understand this concept.



To get ready for a game, a 
volleyball player eats a chicken 
sandwich. The meat for the 
sandwich came from a chicken that 
was fed a corn-based diet. Edit 
your energy chart to show the 
system of energy for the volleyball 
player by drawing arrows to show 
the evidence of energy flow.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students can refine the energy flow chart to be more descriptive by drawing arrows to indicate a specific flow of energy. Read the following scenario to students:To get ready for a game, a volleyball player eats a chicken sandwich. The meat for the sandwich came from a chicken that was fed a corn-based diet. Edit your energy chart to show the system of energy for the volleyball player by drawing arrows to show the evidence of energy flow. (Students should draw arrows from the Sun, to the corn, to the chicken, to the human, and to “play.”)



• What problems would we 
encounter if the Sun didn’t 
exist? 

• What do you think would 
happen if seeds were planted 
in an area without sunlight? 

• Could the energy system in 
your chart exist without the 
Sun? Why or why not?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instruct pairs of students to discuss evidence for why the Sun is an important source of energy for all living things. Encourage all students to record their evidence in their science notebooks. Use the following questions to prompt students’ thinking:What problems would we encounter if the Sun didn’t exist? (There would be no life on Earth.)What do you think would happen if seeds were planted in an area without sunlight? (The seeds wouldn’t grow into plants.)Could the energy system in your chart exist without the Sun? Why or why not? (Answers will vary. Students may claim that people can still eat animals for energy, but encourage them to consider that those animals might eat plants and that plants couldn’t exist without the Sun.)



Based on the energy flow chart you 
created in this investigation, could you 
say that humans are solar-powered? 
Why or why not?



Lesson 1, Investigation B

What Are Some 
Types of Energy 
We Use? 



• Why do we consider the 
Sun an important source 
of energy?

• What is an energy system? 
• Do all energy systems 

include the Sun?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prompt students to recall the previous investigation. Ask:Why do we consider the Sun an important source of energy? (The Sun provides the energy for plants to live and grow, and those plants provide energy for people and animals to live and grow.)What is an energy system? (An energy system includes an input and an output.)Do all energy systems include the Sun? (No)



• The classroom is full of energy 
systems that use different kinds of 
energy.

• Hunt for things that use energy. 
For each item, fill in one row of 
the chart in Part A. List the item 
that uses energy, the type of 
energy displayed, and the 
evidence that energy is present.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that the classroom is full of energy systems that use different kinds of energy. Distribute Student Investigation Sheet 1B: What Are Some Types of Energy We Use? Challenge students to hunt for things in the classroom that use energy. For each item, they should fill in one row of the chart in Part A of the investigation sheet by listing the item that uses energy, the type of energy displayed, and the evidence that energy is present.Allow ample time for students to complete the energy hunt. You may choose to make this a silent activity so students do not share their lists until it is time to discuss them.Differentiation StrategyEncourage students to use their own words to define “energy.” This unit will define the term as the ability to perform work, cause motion, or create change. To differentiate, you may ask students to draw a picture or perform a skit to define energy.



• Choose one example of energy that you 
identified. What evidence would suggest 
that the energy system was not working? 

• What might cause the energy flowing 
through the system to stop?

• Imagine a lamp does not emit light 
when the switch is turned on. You 
replace the bulb, but it still does not turn 
on. What might you need to consider?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenge students to describe energy systems they observed by prompting them with the following questions:Choose one of the examples of energy that you identified. What evidence would suggest that the energy system was not working? (Answers will vary.)What might cause the energy flowing through the system to stop? (Answers will vary.)Imagine a lamp does not emit light when the switch is turned on. You replace the bulb, but it still does not turn on. What might you need to consider? (Answers will vary.)Collect Student Investigation Sheet 1B: What Are Some Types of Energy We Use? for review at the end of the unit.Differentiation StrategyTo prepare students for the following lessons, use the terms “energy transfer,” “energy transformation,” “stored energy,” and “motion energy” to describe the systems they observed in the classroom.



Imagine you are riding a bike up a hill on a 
sunny day. You take a break at the top of 
the hill to drink water, and then you ride 
down the hill. When did you use the least 
energy? When did you use the most energy? 
When did your energy change from one 
kind to another?



Before a race, coaches tell their runners 
to eat a healthy meal of pasta, fruits, or 
vegetables. In fact, coaches of all sports 
encourage their athletes to have a snack 
before a game. You might have had a 
teacher encourage you to eat a good 
breakfast the morning of a big test. 
Why is this?

What do we know now?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phenomenon (End of Lesson):Review students’ questions about the investigative phenomenon from the beginning of this lesson. Guide students in applying the concepts explored in this lesson and connecting them to the anchoring phenomenon: the Sun is Earth’s ultimate source of energy. By the end of the lesson, students should be able to explain that:Food provides us with energy, and that energy can be traced back to the Sun.The Sun provides several types of energy, such as thermal, or heat, energy and light energy.The Sun provides plants with the energy they need to make their own food during photosynthesis.When animals eat plants, they use the energy from the plant to grow and perform their daily activities.
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 We are striving to 
make our workshops 
great!

 Please evaluate this session and presenter on a scale 
from 0 to 10 (10 = best).
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